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JAPA 16 or demonstration of JAPA 16 exit
skills
None
None
In order to understand authentic Japanese
materials., students need to know more than
the kanji characters in elementary and
intermediate Japanese courses. JAPA 17 is
an intensive study of the basic 350
commonly used characters.
No
Letter., PassINo Pass
o

III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
Intensive study of second level of kanji characters to increase competence in reading
and writing Japanese and in understanding authentic materials.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:
A. Define the meaning of 170 more complex single characters above the JAPA 16

level and apply that knowledge to the meaning to compound characters.
B. Distinguish complex kanji components (meaning part of kanji-radical)., sound part

of kanji.
C. Demonstrate ability to skim authentic documents.
D. Compose more sophisticated summaries of texts by selecting appropriate

characters.

V. CONTENT
A. Second level of kanji radicals (80 radicals: Hen(left)., Kanmurittop),

Tsukuri(right), Nyoo(slanting bottom), Ashi(bottom), Tare(slanting left) and
Kamae( enclosure) such as bow .. eating.. king .. bone .. and running)
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B. Introduction of kanji words for different topics and grammatical situations
1. Kanji for transitive verbs and intransitive verbs
2. Kanji for directions such as left., right, north south, east., and west
3. Kanj i for prefix suffix
4. Kanji for places such as school., train station., shrine, and temple)
5. Kanji for administrative divisions such as prefecture., city, town and village)
6. Kanji for nouns which can be used as verbs
7. Kanji for compounds - nouns comprised of two kanji
8. Kanji for hobbies such as movies, music, painting, and photography
9. Kanji for wedding ceremonies such as for engagement, kimono, and

honeymoon
10. Kanji for seasons
11. Kanji for taking examinations

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-class assignments
a. Reading and writing exercises using kanji learned
b. Identify 80 radicals
c. Matching words and meanings
d. Answering questions from the reading texts such as wedding invitation,

and job description between a pair and/or group
e. Translation of Japanese phrases and sentences into English
f. Discussion of cultural readings in the textbook on topics such as weddings

or taking exams
2. Out-of-class assignments

a. Writing practice of new kanji characters
b. Memorization of kanji characters
c. Sentence creations using vocabulary words newly acquired kanji
d. Reading and writing exercises on topics such as college entrance

examination and four seasons
e. Reading comprehension of authentic materials such as a children"s book

such as "Urashima Taro" and "Momotaro"
f. Reading of cultural information such as Japanese wedding ceremonies

B. Evaluation
1. Quizzes for every chapters

a. Reading and writing kanji introduced in sentences and paragraphs
b. Defining meaning of kanji
c. Answering questions using new kanji
d. Choosing the appropriate kanji based on given content

2. Comprehensive final examination in which students transcribe sentences from
hiragana to kanji, identify the meanings of kanji and pronounce them correctly

3. In-class and out-of class assignments as described above
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C. Textbooks and Other Instructional Materials
1. Chieko Kano, BASIC KANJI BOOK 500 Vol. I. 4th ed. Japan: Bonjinsha,

2009.
2. Chieko Kano, BASIC KANJI BOOK 500 Vol. II. 5th ed. Japan: Bonjinsha

1995.
3. Supplemental materials as provided by the instructor such as kanji exercises,

translation exercises, and online sources such as Quizlet,
http://quizlct.coln/sllbicct/13asi c-kanj i-book-500/ and Associative Kanj i
Learning, http://\v\v\v.sp.cis. i\vate-u.ac. ip/icanlpus/u/ukanj i.isp?nl==2

VII. Title 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a))
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